**PROGRAM**

Nov 11th  
Trends in the maritime sector. Port governance
- Global trends in international trade and maritime transport
- Overview of the Port sector in the Mediterranean
- Main actors of the Port Sector
- Port governance

Nov 12th  
Management and environment in ports
- Maritime visit to the Port of Barcelona
- Port management: services and concessions
- Visit to the Port of Barcelona’s semi-automated container terminal
- Water and air quality control
- Ports’ Hinterland and intermodality

Nov 12th  
Management and environment in ports
- Port sustainability international initiatives
- Towards digitalization of ports
- SmartPorts
- Security and safety

**EXPERTS**

Dr. Alaa M. Morsy  
Jordi Torrent  
Stefano Bonaldo  
Lelio Matteuzzi  
Manuel J. Garcia Navarro  
Miquel Llop  
Philippe Guillaumet  
Raul Cascajo  
Serge Mariigliano  
Youssef Ahouzi

Arab Academy  
Port of Barcelona  
North Adriatic Sea Port Authority  
Port of Civitavecchia  
Port Authority of Valencia  
Fundacion Valencia Port  
Port Authority of Marseille-Fos  
Port Authority of Valencia  
Port Authority of Marseille-Fos  
Portnet SA

**MEDPORTS ASSOCIATION**

**FIRST MEDPORTS INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SEMINAR**

Barcelona, November 11th to 13th 2019

**NETWORKING & EXPERTISE**

3 Days - 15h Courses - 16 Trainees

**NORTH & SOUTH BORDERS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA**
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TESTIMONIALS

PARTICIPANTS’ IMPRESSIONS

It was my real pleasure to participate in such a productive Seminar, which was indeed very informative in an engaging and interactive way. I would like to thank all the MEDports Association team for their highly appreciated efforts, wishing you all more success in the future.

Leonardo [Trainee], Venice

I was very excited to tell my colleagues about the MEDports initiative. Every course has delivered useful thought, idea and insight that I wanted to share.

Philippe [Trainee], Marseille-Fos

The MEDports Seminar was a very interesting experience which connected many people from different ports and cultures with our common value the Mediterranean sea. It was an opportunity to get new knowledge and most important to share time together.

Marco [Organisator], Escola Europea

I came out of these three days, happy but also boosted. We improved our perceptions, the challenges are here and the MEDports is quite able to meet them. Congratulations to all the team for the welcome, the organization and the professionalism. You are the best, I really wish to have the opportunity to participate in the next edition. Thank you.

Moussa [Trainee], Bejaia

I'm satisfied with the organisation of this seminar on “Port Management”. The courses were very interesting and also we achieved a good networking. Finally, I want to thank everyone who contributed to the success of this event.

Mouna [Trainee], Tanger

I was very happy to join the MEDports Training Seminar and meet new members from the MEDports Association. I definitely recommend the seminar to all newly arrived person!

Gabrielle [Trainee], MEDports Association

For me the training was an excellent opportunity to gain new knowledge especially on ports development and opportunities for ports that are yet to come. Also, the networking with colleagues from other MED ports was useful and fun.

Tina [Trainee], Luka Koper

The course was very interesting and gave me a different perspective of the issues and workings of ports around the Med. It was very insightful and overall well organised.

Anneliza [Trainee], Malta

We were delighted to organise the First MEDports Training Seminar. It meets our main objectives. We are looking forward to organise the next ones. Long live to the MED seminar!

Philippe [Organisator], MEDports Association
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